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“Because survival is insufficient.”
—Emily St. John Mandel, Station Eleven



WELCOME TO THE COSMOS

32

 Einstein said the most incomprehensible thing about the universe is that it is

comprehensible.

 Light travels from the sun, photon packets of pure energy generated in fusion reactions

that take ten thousand years to get from the center to the surface, ten minutes to reach your eyes

from there, and nearly no time at all to get from your irises, blue because of a single mutation

thousands of years ago, after our species had covered the eastern hemisphere, to my eyes, where

the light is taken in by muscles that breathe, down neurons in electrical reactions powered by

sodium and potassium to be translated by a brain 4.6 billion years in the making, into love, which

is the most incomprehensible thing of all.

 It cannot be grasped, the way I feel for you. It can’t be muttered like the empty assertion

that the emotion is a chemical cocktail synthesized by the muscle in my skull to tell me to protect

you and care for you.

 Most mammals are born into adolescence. We’re not, and our slow development allows

us to be curious, to seek knowledge, to learn to love one another, to develop a dizzying array of

cultures each as beautiful and barbaric as the next.

 Because I love you, and my mother loved me and so on back to the first mammal at least,

we are able to want to grasp reality, to hold ourselves up and become lost in the mystery of it all.

The absolute determination to touch and verify reality is something you already exhibit, and I

hope you continue to love the mystery like your mother and I do.

 Once a friend asked the two of us to make the best case possible for the existence of a

God. Your mother readily gave Euler’s identity. I discussed the emergent order of the cosmic

system. In the natal ward as we were falling asleep I asked her again and we agreed that the way 

we felt for you was the most perfect, symmetrical, orderly, beautiful though somehow human

thing we had ever known, and agreed that it was the best proof we had yet to experience.

 You are matter forged from supernovas in the universal dawn. The iron in your blood was

created by atomic fusion in pressure and heat greater than we can imagine, and it drifted through

the void and was caught in the protoplanetary disc rotating around our young sun that slowly

condensed into Earth. The surface cooled and solidified and water appeared and untold

generations of life lived and died in the succession. The soil from the love and pain nursed a

plant that had been bred by our species in an ancient symbiosis, and it was cooked into food your

mother ate and through action of complex proteins your very body was built. Water that has

undergone near-eternal recurrence through clouds and bodies of organisms is now in your

mucous membranes, and it bubbles out through your nose. Every infinitesimal moment in the

infinity of our rubber band multiverse is perfectly brought about by more factors than any computer 

could ever analyze.

 The universe is only theoretically comprehensible, and this moment is an infinite

universe of its own: Your mother’s hospital gown wrinkled around her slouching neck in sleep.

The little stocking cap you’re wearing. The clock on the wall. The lawnmower outside. The

breeze through the window carrying lilac. The crying down the hall. Your balled fist around my

thumb. The somehow fact of my mind observing and considering all this while you grasp the

fabric of the gown and go back to sleep.

 The world is beautiful, but it isn’t easy. Chaos and order, or what we perceive as chaos

and order, are both constants. The litany of brilliance and suffering that brought humanity to this

point from the big bang is too often forgotten and forsaken by its progeny. It took billions of

years of conglomerating matter, the miracle of life coming out of the primordial soup, the 

evolution of reptiles and mammals and hominids, thousands of years of invention, agriculture,

language, math, philosophy, curiosity, all the systems put in place to give us time to think and

then all the inventions that allowed us to observe and test. Today, one non-dimensional point in a

line, we carry on the lineage. But people don’t see the end goal of cosmic understanding as the

point of all this work. No, people are small minded, selfish. The best lack all conviction while the

worst are full of passionate intensity. Wonder and tedium are particle and wave.

 But remember, as you navigate the line of time, as you become an atom in the cloud of

the macroorganism, that the universe is older than you can imagine and yet will last until long

after you die, until after our species goes extinct, until after the sun expands, until after the milky

way is swallowed by its central singularity. The earth is sanctified by its random life. The

ultimate goal is knowledge, and the day to day goal is love. You nor I are too special at all, but as

long as I lay here, half asleep, my jeans rumpled on a hospital bed next to two I love, the

Monism of the universe is real and we are entangled, caught here in an infinite and infinitely

subdivisible now.

 Welcome to the Cosmos. We’re happy you’re here.

Sam Perry
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DELPHI

Hiking down through snaking vapor,

Down the pine wood’s frost-bleached hill.

Behind me, the cabin’s hearth fire

Pulses hot from scarlet sills,

Vomits tar up from its chimney

Over the hut of axe-hewn tree.

Boot treads press on petrous log.

I balance, heel past heel across

The slithering stream, its fog

Like white ichor, its scales of frost

Splitting, steaming up with smoke,

Where phantoms twist in marbled cloak.

Breath ghosting through my scarf, I spot

A white corkscrew, a tumor

Of plastic bags, enwrapped in river

Linens. I step down, the icy moss

Crackling, but as I reach out

To pull the tumor free, I recognize—a doe’s snout.

She lies, scoured white by boreal

Stream, her legs leeched, elastic, sucked

Hollow, permeated by oracle

Creek. It flows from tail to snout,

Rippling tongue to prophesy.

As the vapor rises, I

Breathe it in, spirit snaking through

Throat and lung, its wine-dark venom

Scorching, ouroboros nesting anew,

Whorling with primeval wisdom.

My throat roils with the doe’s drowned song

As I turn, trek uphill to the deadwood lodge.

Noah J. Guthrie

STILL STANDING // Hannah Avery
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SHARDS OF GLASS

Your footprints trace a path along the sand

While sunlight skims you with its gentle rays.

The world now falls away from where we stand…

I cannot help myself. I turn and gaze

At those bright eyes, so clear and cutting blue —

Like shards of sea glass ‘long the pebbly shore.

No color known could match that stunning hue.

It lights up your whole face, and even more

The smile that plays across your lips. And I

Can feel you in the ocean’s rolling song,

Beneath the salt-filled air and summer sky —

Your coy looks daring me to play along.

When I’m with you, then all the world’s at ease

Together, like the sand, the sun, the breeze.

Alexandra Saputo

A REWARDING EARLY MORNING  // Mark Moran BRR AT FORD // Mary Banks Shelander
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THE BIRTH OF A NYMPH
Isabella Stern

 The steep marble staircase flanked by stone columns makes those that walk up them feel

as though they must be hiking up Mount Olympus in order to be put on trial by the gods. As I

traversed the steps of the extravagant museum for the first time, I felt small and powerless, but

this was not an unusual feeling for me. I nearly turned around and scurried back down the stone

staircase, but gripping the faded yellow paper that had ragged edges from all the time I had spent

holding it gave me just enough hope to venture inside.

 I didn’t get out much. My fiancee, Henry, told me that he would always provide for me so

there was no reason for me to have a job.

 “Am I not enough for you?” he would often ask, whenever I brought up the proposition

of possibly acquiring a job somewhere in town. He had a very similar attitude towards me having

friends, hobbies, or pets. He is right, I had believed, it is selfish of me to ask for anything else

when he already provides for me. But since Henry had been laid off a couple of weeks back, he

did grow more open to the idea of me cushioning our income.

 He had yanked the yellow flyer out of my hands back when it was crisp and clean,

recently pulled from the corkboard at the grocery store.

 “Hiring?” he said, “I don’t need some pathetic museum job, Margaret.”

 “The flyer is for me,” I stammered, “I thought I could do a little work to help you out

while you are looking for a job . . . if you want me to, of course.”

 “Don’t they only want pretty girls working in museums?”

 I sat silent, our tough living room couch making my spine ache. I didn’t have the

confidence to stand up to him, and it was beginning to feel like I never would.

 “Go, then. I certainly wouldn’t mind having you out of my way some of the time anyway.

That is if they even give you the job.”

 After a few days of running my fingers around the edges of the paper, I finally worked up

the internal strength to go to the museum. After a quick whirlwind of paperwork, it was official.

The job was mine.

 The days turned into weeks as I sat on my stool, reprimanding any visitors who tried to

reach out and touch the artwork. But, I had difficulty doing it, because I so desperately wanted to

do the same thing. The room was packed with eerily lifelike sculptures of both historical and

mythical figures created during the Renaissance period, which had been rescued and restored by

the museum. I admired the sculptures’ silhouettes, framed by the sunlight coming in from the

stained glass windows. The colors danced on their skin. I could almost feel the passion and effort

the artist put into creating them, and the calloused hands that the figures created in return. The

cathedral-style ceiling dwarfed its human inhabitants but somehow made the stone figures seem

larger than life. It seemed that many onlookers feel the urge to reach out and touch them as if to

convince themselves that they are only cold, hard marble and not the soft, white flesh that they

see.

 There was one piece, closest to the little stool on which I sat, that I spent my days

admiring. Three young nymphs, each one more beautiful than the last, locked forever in a loving 

embrace. When I was alone with them, I would reach out to caress their smooth, white skin, and

was surprised every time that their temperature did not match my own. They were so lifelike,

heads thrown back in an eternal laugh, begging me to join them.

 

 The day that Henry proposed to me, we were strolling through the city park, hand in

hand, admiring the autumn leaves that cascaded to the ground in tickles of wind. He had taken

me to my favorite little diner and we had a brilliant time, giggling and teasing each other like we

always had. I hadn’t been surprised when he got down on one knee in the park next to the

fountain that I had meticulously painted on so many canvases. Back then, Henry and his mother

would often accompany me to the park to paint, and Henry would even go so far as to enter my

artwork in contests in hopes of me gaining notoriety. But, I never did win any contests, so now

he believes my aspirations to be fanciful and unrealistic. He slid the small stone onto my slim

finger and we began the rest of our lives together.

 Only a few weeks after our engagement, his mother grew gravely ill. Henry

started drinking. Every extra hour spent in the hospital, sitting by her bedside, became another

beer once he came home. I spent all my time trying my best 

to comfort him, as he was losing the

only person in his life that knew him better than I did, and 

in the process, the frequency of phone

calls and visits with my friends and the few family members 

I had left grew fewer and farther

between. Henry’s mother passed away the day before we 

planned to get married. He postponed

the wedding, of course.

 I had thought that once the funeral was over and 

Henry had time to grieve, his

drinking would taper off to a stop. But it only accelerated 

after his violent outburst at work had 

caused him to lose his job at the firm.

 It has been nearly two years since our engagement.

 

 I am so thankful to the museum, and to the nymphs, 

for giving me time away from Henry.

He had told me that I was not allowed to spend time with 

anyone else, because they might try to

poison me against him and ruin our love. He told me it 

would be easy for people to manipulate

me because I am so uneducated, unlike him. He’s probably 

right, but the nymphs don’t care.

 They laugh along with me anyways.

 My favorite time with the triad of nymphs is after the 

sun goes down, and the moonlight

seeps in through the windows to illuminate their skin. Gentle 

fabric made of stone drapes across
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VENEZIA BELLA // Asa Daniels

their beautiful muscular bodies. Maybe if I was more beautiful, then Henry would love me again.

 The nymphs agree.

 I eagerly accepted the opportunity I was given for a promotion due to being a

satisfactory employee for the past six months. I hoped that Henry would be proud of me. He

wasn’t. But my nymphs were. They always were. They told me I was beautiful and I started to

believe them.

 My new position entails that I am the employee with the honor of locking up the museum

after the guests have all gone home. The dark metal keys give me a newfound sense of

independence. I take my time, wandering through the bowels of the museum after dark. It is

liberating, knowing that no soul is in the museum beside my nymphs and I. No one there to scold

me for dancing the waltz with a broom or tracing beautiful faces into drying plaster.

 Now, all my evenings are spent alone in the museum with my chosen confidants. I polish

them, I sweep around their feet, I assure that they are always comfortable. They have come to

know me as well as I know them. They disapprove of Henry, though. Their faces turn cold

whenever he is mentioned. I tried to explain to them that he used to be such a good man, and it

really isn’t his fault that he treats me the way he does. He’s right that I’m always getting in the

way, anyways. They told me that a nymph doesn’t deserve that kind of treatment … that nobody

does. They told me that I am one of them.

 I have decided that they are right. It will soon be my time to join their eternal

embrace. It wasn’t hard to procure a method to be with them. One evening, I told Henry I would

be coming home from work late that night because I had been instructed to do inventory. He

wasn’t happy, and he made sure I knew it.

 I have never felt as powerful as I do now, mixing together the lovely white plaster

into a large vat. I dip my finger into the thick syrup and remove it to reveal my true beauty.

Smooth, flawless skin, just like my nymphs.

 I submerge myself fully in the vat and feel peaceful, like a child in the womb about to

enter into a new stage of life. The plaster seeps into my mouth and down my throat. I clammer

out from the container and climb onto their pedestal to embrace them. They welcome me. My

movement cracks the plaster around my joints, but it is okay because I know that soon I will be

polished to shine by someone, just like I have spent my time polishing my beautiful nymphs.

 The museum’s visitors will find in the morning the most lovely surprise. A fourth nymph,

frozen in a loving embrace with her sisters, heads thrown back in laughter until the end of time.
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MON COE UR DE FLEURS
Shannon Rainey

Dans ma poitrine, 
il y a un vide 
òu mon cœur était. Tu 
l’as arraché. 
À sa place, 
je remplis mon âme 
de fleurs. 
Je rentre des jonquilles 
dans mes veines. 
Je remplis mes artères 
de tournesols. 
Je bourre mon aorte 
de marguerites. 
Mes capillaires sont des roses. 
Mes ventricules 
sont pleins de violettes.
Je remplace mes plaquettes 
par des pivoines. 
Je me remplis 
de toutes les belles choses 
jusqu’à ce que je ne saigne 
rien que des pétales. 
Pendant ce temps, 
mon cœur se fane 
dans un bouquet 
à côté de ton lit.

In my chest, 

there is a void

where my heart used to be. You 

tore it out. 

In its place, 

I fill my soul 

with flowers. 

I tuck daffodils 

into my veins. 

I fill my arteries 

with sunflowers. 

I stuff my aorta 

with daisies. 

My capillaries are roses. 

My ventricles 

are full of violets. 

I replace my platelets 

with peonies. 

I fill myself 

with every beautiful thing 

until I bleed

nothing but petals. 

Meanwhile, 

my heart wilts 

in a bouquet 

next to your bed. 

SPRING MAGNOLIAS // Timothy Wooley
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DANDELION FLUFF
Jo Smith

I used to hold dreams like

Dandelion fluff in front of

My parted lips: blow, blow,

Spread the specks of white

Fuzz out into the land and

Wish with a wish so big that

It made the wind taste

Like freedom and the world

Explode with oranges and pinks

And deep purples.

“I want to be an artist!”

I’d say,

“I want to be a weatherman!”

I’d say,

“I want to be president!”

I’d say.

I’d blow that little dandelion

Dust, for it was never really mine

For the keeping, or dreams

For the sake of dreaming.

I am older now and the years

Have compounded on my

Brow. I am heavy with the hauling

Of such dreams and weary

With the hushing of it.

I hold them tightly in my

Hands with

Secret gloves and iron

Gaze to all who ask.

“I want to have a steady income,”

I say.

“I want to have a decent apartment,”

I say.

“I want to find someone I sort of like,

And settle down.”

It is only in my darkest velvet

Hours of staring at the ceiling

Do I look and look and trace upon

The shadows there like they’re

Private constellations: 

I want to be a writer.

But don’t tell them.

I want to tell stories.

But don’t tell them.

I want to dream again.

And for people not to think me

Full of nothing but dandelion fluff

And far-away things.

I want to dream again.
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FLOYEN // Jessica Griesbach



FLICKERING FLUID
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Can you feel it,

the flow of the system?

Suns slosh as centers, and

ripple orbits swirl around them.

While black holes drain the light.

Can you feel it?

Planetary cores churn

under tidal forces.

Comets coast across skies, and

the universe ebbs.

Can you feel it?

The souls of the stellar bodies

spray as they spill out

from your cognition

and splash into nebulae.

Victoria Hill

BREATH / Cole Miller
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POLAROID TIMES

 There was a storm coming up the hills, tallgrass and weeds blowing in the tempest winds, shivering 

their fibers in the dark. Rumbles could be heard from miles away, though no lightning was in sight. 

There was no flash of horror, only that monotonous tremor rolling through the land. The air was prickly, 

stabbing the skin as though constant ticks of static electricity - which had simmered through the ages and 

were as restless as the ghosts wandering the hills and battlefields of old.

 She wore a cream, wide brimmed hat, still as freshly clean as when she saw it in the store. Her 

brunette hair was long and starting to frazzle with the electricity in the air. This was a night of old 

ghosts and the reverberating signal of past legends. 

 The winds were pounding through the air, shining off the phantoms flying in the black; the air 

was full of cigarette smoke and cocaine coursing in the blood of addicts laying on street corners, not 

counting out their hits but the hours that pass by – the harvest moon shone in her eyes as she stood on 

the empty stage, the unplugged microphone at her mouth.

 “It’s already pretty late,” she said to him. 

 “It doesn’t begin until the darkest hour.” 

 “And isn’t that midnight?”

 “When do you feel most afraid?” She turned to look at him but a stagehand was adjusting a light 

and blinded her. When she blinked away the colorful spots, there was no one with her. She went backstage 

where only pudgy boys and girls were dealing with wires. They glanced at her and then returned to their 

work. Her manager was speaking with the venue patron, wondering about the number of available seats.

 In the changing room, the vanity mirror stood a few inches too long and wide, the lights only 

getting the very edges of her face. The stale air floated around her eye lids and she felt them get heavy, 

her cold, thin fingers trying vainly to keep them open. She gripped her hair, trying to stroke it as her 

mother had, but her nails were brittle and seemed to only crumble on her scalp. And so, she rubbed her 

temples, closing her eyes to the sensation that incaved in on her.

 She feels the air of her old home, a Midwestern hermit town. She sees the dance hall that she 

watches Buddy Holly perform in, where it seems he looks into her soul and transforms something within 

her, unfelt, but in the air; she hears the couples that all dance together to the beat of their hearts while 

a black man performs to the guitars and saxophones; she sees the skating masses of people going round 

again and again well into the night, but she sees the man in the long black coat standing off to the side 

and opens her eyes again. The hum of the air conditioner filled her ears. The chill sticks to her skin. In 

her head, she felt the repeated hammering of things long forgotten and things left unsaid, as though they 

had never existed in the first place, though their presence had always been. 

 She looked to the clock and it ticked past 2:05. Her throat was arid, and swallowing only made 

it worse, as she scraped her neck trying to shred off its dryness. Her fingers were ice as she touched 

her neck and she felt the familiar shape of fingers that had gripped her there before. She rose from 

her chair and left the room that was full of the smell of lavender perfume and a dusty coat. She went 

down the space between the closets and the closed drapes, filled with the sounds of clamoring fans and 

people murmuring among the practicing guitarists and drummer, down the steps to a little nook with 

a beige back door reading ‘staff only’ and she went out to the parking lot. She was standing under the 

luminescent blue light, her hat tilted down to cover her face. She heard the people chatting, passing by 

and by, returning to the afternoon at the back of her high school to that windy day. She wears her dress 

Asa Daniels

and tastes the red lipstick on her tongue – waving to her friends before 

they drive to the town cafe, where they smile at the hamburgers in their 

hands, and then to the music smooth and the drinks flowing at the hall 

– and in the hours of the night she’s swimming in her mind, on waves no 

one can describe or feel, sloshing her vision to the left and the right; in her 

blurry existence she feels a man’s hand on her arms, the firmness radiating 

as an oven’s heat; she’s swept into the darkness just beyond the thudding 

songs of people deaf to the mouths looking at them in earnest. 

 She felt her heartbeat pickup, going quicker and quicker. She 

sucked in air; she clenched her fists. Her breath shook out of her mouth 

in the chilling night. She walked away from the lot and stood on the side of the road, the edge of the 

trees standing motionless to her freezing figure, her hat a dull grey in the darkness. The wind brushed 

her hair all around and the tingles of its fibers fizzed in the night. Clouds’ outlines shone in the dark, 

lightning simmering just below their black masses, as though waves of the ocean. She is walking under a 

city streetlight, seeing the shining display window of a pawn shop and looking at a cream, wide brimmed 

hat ––– a smile comes across her cheeks as the breeze of a midsummer sky blows onto her face as she 

stands among people who are also watching the singing troubadour ––– she goes in and buys it from 

a nameless biker; he stands among the random hats, guitars, bandanas, books, and old postage stamps 

framed behind glass; she looks into his eyes and sees the same wading hours she wanders, the same 

paradise too far off. And when she goes outside, she closes her eyes to that summer day where there is 

nothing but hope and the music of legends filling her ears. She opens her eyes – and the man in the 

black coat stands across the street. 

 She stumbled off the curb, heat radiating through her body, sweat getting in her bangs; she 

started to shake, just as the vibrating air; feeling the tone of heaven slowly rolling through the sky, 

slowly increasing its pace; eventually, the air was pounding as a steady drum. She shoved her hands in 

her pockets, rubbing her fingers against each other. She legged over the railing and ran into the trees, 

shapeless past the night’s purple glow, her heart was pounding faster now, quakes sounding from the 

earth below. She stopped in the darkness, the ground ahead of her a sudden drop. After she stood there 

for a time, her legs gave way and she fell atop crunched leaves and looked at the immeasurable night and 

harvest moon gleaming above.

 “What do you want?” she asked him. 

 “I don’t need anything.” 

 “Why did this happen to me?” she yelled at him.

 “Nothing has happened – they are only things passing.” She cursed him one time and shut her eyes 

only to see the parking lot outside the dance hall. The first gleaming lights of the dawn are shining and 

she looks up through her throbbing vision and again feels the spirit slowly passing through her, the spirit 

of that night when everything changes, the rock music soaring and the band playing tunes, and she hears 

Buddy’s voice echoing again and there are no demons in the night, just living humanity. She opened her 

eyes once more, shaking her head and rubbing her scalp to try and clear it, but her migraine of dreams 

persisted. 

 She looked at him standing at the bottom of the hill, no face and no hands she could discern in 

the darkness.

 “What’s going to happen to me?”

 “You shall be smoke on the water, a pulse in the night.”
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FRONT PORCH

rain beats on the windows

in a steady rhythm 

reminiscent of butterflies’ wings

spring has floated away,

replaced by summer storms

ahead of their time

i sit and i wonder

if that’s why no one has

knocked on my door

because it must be too hard

to even see my doorstep

through these relentless summer storms

but you–

you showed up,

rain soaking you to the bone,

tattered umbrella in hand 

and you said,

“may i come in?”

–i said, “yes, of course.”

Kayla Slack

WHEN ONE DOOR OPENS... // Emily Reid
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MOSSMAN RIVER // Timothy Belin

OFF THE RECORD

“Marissa, you okay with closing tonight?”

 Marissa pokes her head up from behind the counter to yell back at Ricky, who’s halfway across the 

shop. 

 “Yeah, I gotcha,” she says, sitting back down to continue sorting, stapling, and filing hundreds of 

receipts that have collected over the years. She’s not sure how the mess got to be so uncontrolled, but un-

controlled doesn’t always mean bad here in the record shop. It just means something can be done.

 She stumbled across the job at the shop completely by accident last semester, while taking a walk 

through the city after another fight with Shay. Marissa had wanted to clear her head from all the room-

mate drama, which, like the yellowing receipts, had collected over time. “These little things that bother 

both of you are gonna build up and then explode one day,” her mom had cautioned, but Marissa had 

brushed it aside back then. Her mom didn’t really know Shay, she thought. What does she really know 

anyway?

 So, she found herself on a walk through Chicago, passing Thai restaurants and gum-speckled 

benches and couples on cutesy dates when she noticed the neon orange door of the record shop. That was 

the single identifying feature of the shop’s exterior. The shop was nudged in between a laundromat and a 

hardware store on a busy road and could easily be passed by anyone who wasn’t looking for it.

 Marissa’s dad had loved records. He used to play classic rock vinyls every night while Marissa did 

homework, claiming it was the only real way to listen to the classics. Marissa still loved those songs, even 

after he had left. She held on to them for reasons she couldn’t quite explain, except that they felt like 

family. And family’s not supposed to leave. So she kept playing the records, and that’s why she went into 

the shop that day. She saw the “we’re hiring” poster and asked for the application while clutching an 

armful of “new” records. She got the job a week later. And now here she is, a tall, reedy figure bent over 

old receipts, sitting on the creaky wood floor.

 She finishes the file from ’98 and takes her break like she always does, sprawling out on the plaid 

navy and maroon armchair in the back. The chair seems to be about as worn as the shop, which would 

make it either incredibly gross or incredibly comfortable. For the benefit of all the employees, it was the 

latter. Marissa pulls her phone out of her back pocket and reaches for her headphones. Before she can 

turn on her music, her coworker Ryan rolls over on the Heelys he got for Christmas last month. He wears 

them almost every day at the shop and insists that they make him more efficient. 

 “Hey, Ricky said you came in late this morning,” Ryan says, braking right next to the armchair. 

“What’s up, another late night?”

 “Oh, you know me,” Marissa says. “I gotta pregame for Friday on Thursday.”

 “Anything crazy happen this time?” he asks, sitting on the arm of Marissa’s chair. 

 Marissa raises an eyebrow. “Define crazy.”

 Ryan throws his hands in the air, laughing. “What I’d give to be as cool as you…”

 “Cool?” Marissa scoffs heartily. “Yeah, right.”

 “I’m just saying.” Ryan pats the chair as he stands up. “Hey, don’t be late on Monday. You’re the 

only one coming in.”

 “I am?”

 “Yeah, I’m headed to New York, remember?”

 “Oh yeah, to see your girl!” Marissa teases him. Ricky has asked that they stop teasing each other 

Lily Calhoun
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while on the clock because it’s “not professional,” but Ryan always reminds Ricky that he brings his dog 

to staff meetings. So, they keep up the banter.

 The best part about working at the shop, Marissa believes, is how quiet it is, especially in the 

afternoons when people are still in classes and cubicles. It’s such a contrast to the uncontrolled din of 

her world at school, at home. The noise of last night’s wild party or shouting match or drinking game 

fades away, allowing her to focus on just being. She has a purpose here, a plan, a goal. She carries out 

tasks within these four walls with a drive that doesn’t seem to exist anywhere else. She stacks boxes and 

picks sleeves off the wrong shelves and stands on the tiptoes of her Docs to dust the old glittering disco 

ball that threatens to crash to the floor any day now, and all the while, recycled records spin hanging 

from the ceiling above her, constant, reliable, orbital. That’s who she wants to be. Instead, she’s like a 

record player that skips over the scratches. A little static, but still 

functioning nevertheless. Just a few seconds short of smooth, just a 

few measures short of complete.

 Her classmates come into the shop sometimes, with shiny 

white shoes and fake vintage shirts. Marissa envies them, and she sees 

in their sideways glances that they envy her. That is, they do when 

they recognize her. She wears the same clothes at the shop that she 

does at school and keeps her long, dark, curly hair just as unkempt 

as always, but they don’t normally notice her in the shop. If they 

were looking for her, they’d be looking for a girl who’s confident 

with being the center of attention, the kind of attention that keeps 

its distance. They know who she is, but they don’t know her, and 

they couldn’t point to anyone who actually does. She’s a wild one, they say. I feel like she could do anything. 

The Marissa who works at the shop, though, is nothing like that, and so they glance over her. She 

appreciates the distance. 

 Shut the register. Sweep the floor. Turn off the lights. Open the door. 

 As she steps back out into the real world, Marissa always pauses. She waits. She listens. Sometimes 

she remembers her father’s voice telling her stories about his favorite artists, the ones that had all 

sorts of problems, from drug addictions to failed marriages. Other times she hears Shay yelling at her, 

something about the state of her room or the guy she brought back the night before. Marissa locks the 

door. Cars honk and pedestrians whistle and random verses of music float in and out of perception 

from the nearby restaurants. The noise is back, and so is Marissa. 

 She walks back to her dorm, scrolling through social media. There’s post after post about the 

parties happening tonight, typical for a Friday. A section of Marissa’s closet contains clothes for nights 

like this, where she’ll go out and be the Marissa that she portrays to everyone else. The Marissa who 

doesn’t care about what people think of her dances like a girl in a music video. The Marissa who forgets 

about her home life drinks another one. The Marissa who isn’t taking her roommate’s silence personally 

takes him by the hand. 

 Her phone buzzes. A text from her mom. It’s a little cartoon drawing of a turtle saying, “take 

care of yourshellf.” Marissa smirks, then shoves her phone in her back pocket, shaking her head.

 She is never her first priority, and yet she is at the same time. She does things out of the way to 

make things more convenient for herself, but never takes time to sit down and think. Her mom tried 

to force her to do that when she was little, and it didn’t go so well. Thinking about her dad leaving 

didn’t change the fact that he was gone, and so she decided that it would be easier to move on. She’s 

been moving on ever since, past classes, breakups, the never-ending arguments with Shay. They’ve never 

gotten along, and they never will. Shay will always judge Marissa, no matter what choices she makes. 

She’ll never be good enough, and so Marissa moves on. Over and over and over, skipping over the 

scratches. 

 The light is on in her suite, which means that Shay is there. Marissa’s surprised. They’re both 

normally out on Friday nights, but in very different places. Shay’s boyfriend lives a few cities away, and 

she visits him almost every weekend. 

 Marissa unlocks the door and walks in, noticing that pasta is cooking on the stove but that there 

is no Shay around. She puts down her backpack and walks into their room. Shay’s on the floor, her head 

in her hands. She’s crying.

 Marissa gets a picture of the records spinning on the ceiling. Moving but constant.

 Shay looks up, not yet making eye contact, and takes a deep breath. “I didn’t know you were 

coming back.”

 “Yeah,” Marissa says. She decides on the spot. “I’m staying here tonight.”

 Shay can’t hide her surprise. “Oh, um... okay.”

 Marissa turns to the door. “I’ll finish your pasta.”

 Constant, reliant, orbital.

 Pasta is a start.

SNOWFALL // Katelyn Sweeney
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 but i had imagined a rose before,

 only to discover a weed, and then

 what if you were just another dying star?

 i couldn’t let my flower grow,

 only to let the blinding flare

 wither it away to nothing.

i didn’t know you to be toxic, but even

a dying star looks brilliant from a distance,

or maybe my fear turned the soil into stone,

and stone wasn’t the freedom i craved, 

but the opposite, so i let you in, and finally, 

my rose found the light it had searched for,

 not the blue light it expected,

 harsh and erratic and unpredictable,

 but instead a golden light,

 strong and safe and warm.

 and it was only then that i realized,

 not every star can be the sun.

THE BREAK-THROUGH
Emma Rasmussen

i saw love,

or any type of vulnerability,

as a weed suffocating my heart,

squeezing the life out of me,

destroying my chance at freedom.

and every time it tried to grow,

 just a little seedling, emerging 

 from the darkness of the earth,

 searching for the light

 that it had glimpsed before from a bright, 

 far-off star, but then came an explosion, 

 and from the void, nothingness,

i ripped it out 

by the roots, taking

the soil with it, for fear

it would come back

and damage my fragile garden

again.

 but for ages, nothing grew;

 it must have been the chill in the air

 that stayed into summer,

 and i thought my garden was complete

 and found it secure because i felt 

 that was all i deserved.

but you saw love

as a rose from the very beginning

and took my hand to stop me 

from pulling up the masterpiece 

we could create together, if i could only 

give the weed a chance.
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PARALLAX
Michaela Stansberry

WAITING FOR LETTERS // Shannon Rainey

The universe is vast, vast and

beautiful. 

perilous. 

Surpassing our imaginations

Debris roam free, pummeling

by parsecs. Stars collapse

planets into submission. The void

into being and life springs

stretches like a never-ending

from cesspools of recycled

night, bringing a chill that creeps

chemicals. The graceful curves

into your bones and frosts

of nebulae beckon like an inviting

your lungs. A vacuum tugging

hand. Gravity wells seduce 

at your sanity and gleefully diffusing

unsuspecting particles, rendering

your oxygen. The emptiness doubles,

them jewelry for a planetary 

triples before light can cut through,

mistress. The celestial sphere taunts

with images of things light years past.
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ABOUT US
Ramifications is a 32-page arts and literary magazine. 
We showcase student talent through our publication 

and strive to reflect the Berry community through our 
selections. We have been publishing our magazine for 
over 50 years, including genres such as poetry, fiction, 
non-fiction, essays, musical compositions, drama, and 

all types of visual art.
All submissions are compiled into one anonymous word 
document and given to staff members to vote on. Staff 

will vote on a scale of 1 to 5 and submit their scores 
to the Editor-in-Chief. From there, the Editor-in-Chief 
tallies the votes and presents them to the staff during 

a selection meeting. The highest voted pieces are 
discussed and final selections are made. 

EDITOR-IN-CHIE F 'S NOTE
 I would like to start off by thanking my incredible staff, 
who I am so blessed to have by my side during this chaotic 
semester. Even though a literary magazine isn’t often considered 
“essential” work, many of my staff members were dedicated to 
our purpose enough to sacrifice their time and money to produce 
this issue on a volunteer basis. In January, when we planned this 
issue, we talked about the future of the 2020s and the pessimism 
our generation often faces. We were optimistic. This year has been 
a difficult one, to say the least, for a lot of people and for a lot 
of reasons. And though we never would’ve expected to be where 
we are now, I’m so glad to have this team and their continued 
optimism. 
 I’m reminded of a quote from Dead Poet’s Society: “Medicine, 
law, business, engineering: these are noble pursuits and necessary 
to sustain life. But poetry, beauty, romance, love... these are what 
we stay alive for.” This team and this magazine has often been 
what’s kept me going this semester. I’m so thankful for Berry’s 
Creative Writing department, Sigma Tau Delta, and Ramifications 
for providing me with a group of fantastic friends who believe 
like I do: that survival is insufficient — we must live. And we need 
art to help us.

- Shannon Rainey *
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